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THE 13th ROUND 
by Ron Perla 

Tonight, let me tell you a true story about a snow ranger called Jon Kagan, who 
worked in this remarkable Canyon, 

Who is J on Kagan? 

Kagan is a young, inexperienced US Forest Service snow ranger. He reports along with 
two other snow rangers to Martin Cunningham, head snow ranger. 

Its late afternoon. Its snowing. 

Kagan has just finished a full day of avalanche control. He is very tired, Very tired as 
he climbs the hill to the Forest Service, Upper Guard Station, Climbing through new 
snow, through the storm. 

Up the last 100 meters to meet with Martin Cunningham, And to reach his bachelor's 
apartment in the basement of the Station . . , . 
What are Kagan's thoughts as he climbs thl'll the snow? 

cc ... feel very tired ... only 4 pm ... enough snow ... storm, please end ... need a break 
... quiet evening . .. ... make supper.. read ... to sleep early . . . please, easy day 
tomorrow ... storm , please end . . . no road closure, .. no travel restrictions . .. a few 
shots ... small avalanches ... get things open . . , slow , easy skiing in the powder . .. 
fix settlement gage, , , Cunningham will have the weather forecast, , , some idea about 
the avalanche forecast ... some idea about tomorrow's control plans . .. " 

Kagan climbed up the last steep slope to the Station , Stopped to catch his breath, to 
look at the large crystals falling on his parka sleeve, to look at his boot prints in the 
deep snow. 

What did he notice about his boot prints? What did he mumble to himself? 

CC ... no little fractures? ... huh? .. , none." but this morning? , .. the little fractures? 
... snow . . . strange substance ... very strange." 

Still catching his breath, Kagan magnified the snow in his mind, He pictured tiny 
dendrites, interlinked. Then formed a vague image of a snow layer. Then he mumbled, 
a little louder: 

"sssiab " , ffffracture , , , slab fracture," 

Less than six months on the job, Already his mind was obsessed with snow and 
avalanche images and thoughts, 

He climbed the last few steps to the Station, raised his fist to the sky, mumbled outloud: 

"Enough snow! Enough! No nl0re snow!" 

He brushed the snow off his forest service parka, off his leather ski boots, and entered 
the Station, 

What did he resolve to do? 

ce, .. must talk with Cunningham about avalanche forecasting ... find out his methods 
, .. he's good at it ., . how does he do it?" 

Kagan found Cunningham reading the weather teletype, 

"vVell" said Cunningham, CCit looks like this storm is just about over . They're calling 
for clear, and cold tonight. Clear tomorrow." 

Kagan's wish had come true. Maybe tomorrow would be a rela.xe4 day, maybe he 
would get a needed break, He asked his first question: 

({ 'tvlartin, do you plan to close the road ?" 

"I don't think so, Jon , at least not according to this weather forecast. Nothing should 
hit the road . No road closure. Not yeL" 
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Kagan thought this was as good a time as any to question Cunningham's avalanche 
forecast methods. 

"Out of curiosity, how much more snow before you'd close the foadT' 

Cunn ingham repeated the general idea: 

"vVell , if the storm should continue thru the evening, yes, we may have to control the 
highway in the morning.)) 

Kagan pressed the issue: 

"Martin, I mean, from all the measurements we make, don't you make some computa
tion of the critical precip?" 

Cunningham sensed it was lesson time: 

"Jon, I can try to tell you what goes into my decisions. No, I don't make a numerical 
computation or the critical precip ... No, I don't compute 
X - millimeters ojl)recip in lhe next hour, we close the road . ... But somehow, I recog
nize and annOllnce that a road closure is possible. Suppose we measure X- millimeters 
'of precip in the next hour ... well, I consider many factors, then may decide to close 
the road .. .. Those X- mi llimeters just blend in with the ongoing larger model within 
my mind ... perhaps I form and retain images of avalanche paths, snow loading, roads, 
people .. . images of past avalanches, images of snowpack stratigraphy ... 

... Jon, let me make a suggestion. vVe've been invited down to Barney Flynn's lodge 
for drinks and supper. Lets continue this discussion over supper." 

What are Kagan's thoughts about Barney Flynn's invitation: 

" ... down the hill again? ... quiet evening, please don't disappear ... Flynn is generous 
and well meaning ... but I always get that strange, haunted feeling that Barney Flynn's 
Lodge is permanent ... that Barney Flynn really owns part of this magic canyon 
me, I'm just passing through ... jJ 

"Martin, maybe I'll skip Flynn's tonight." 

Cunningham continued the lesson: 

"Jon, you shouldn't. Interactions are an important part of the forecasting procedure. 
Not just interactions with the environment, but also with people ... We'll socialize 
before supper, discuss forecasting over supper. Meet with the ski patrol, do some 
serious planning for tomorrow's control ... Avalanche forecasting rule number one: 
Int eract and leant." 

Kagan tried one last stall tactic: 

"Well , I should get the sLudy plot readings, try to fix the settlement gage." 

Ivlartin Cun ningham was one step ahead: 

"Jon, I was just out at the plot. Recorded the measurements. Reset the storm stakes. 
Don't worry about the settlement gage, it can wait until tomorrow." 

And so Kagan's quiet, soli tary evening disappeared. And, in fact, the storm did start 
to ease as Martin Cunningham and Jon Kagan made their way down the hill to Barney 
Flynn's. 

Flynn's saloon was alive with enthusiasm. With graceful, bronzed powder skiers. Cun
ningham and Kagan didn't even have a chance to remove their Forest Service parkas 
when they were called to join the prestigious table of ski patrol and snow rangers, 
already well supplied with pitchers of beer and snacks . 

Cunn ingham mana.ged to reach the one vacant chair. Kagan slowly moved toward the 
group, but seeing thaL the table was filled he positioned himself near the bar. 

Good natured F lynn saw Kagan immediately: 

(C What are ye hav'in, its on the house." 
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Seated on a bar stool next to Kagan was one of Flynn's steady guests, Reginald Mac
Tish, an excellent powder skier, a very rich man, a tall , well built man. Tonight, with 
the help of his brown bag, he was celebrating his latest investment victories on Wall 
Street. 

Reginald MacTish was on his way to becoming a very drunk man. He also noticed 
Kagan and his Forest Service parka. MacTish could not resist teasing our young snow 
ranger: 

"O hn the houwse! Ohn the houwse, he sez ! Buying this grreen leprrechaun a drrink! 
Fen what? Ferr closin nuns? Savin the powder ferr himself?" 

Kagan wanted to be back up at the study plot. He was too tired for the teasing, he 
was too serious for the teasing. Kagan could only say: 

"MacTish, you know its just my job. I just follow orders." 

MacTish continued his teasing: 

"Did yerr heart' that! Jus muh job, he"sez. I jus follow orderz, he sez. Yerr brreakin 
my hearrt. I'm one bleedin ta.xpayerr. Yerr work ferr me. So I'll give yerr some orderz. 
Let me sk i thosz backh rruns that yer keep closed jus for yerrselves. Its merr rright to 
take rrisks." 

Kagan's reply was again too serious for the occasion: 

"C'mon, MacTish, this is just a way I can live and work in the mountains." 

MacTish 's face became a dark red. He slammed his empty beer glass on the bar. 

" Barrney ole frriend , ton ight I've a thirrst on me. Let me have anotherr little one , 
and to wash it down , a rrefi ll with what you arround hearr arre calling beear." 

And then everybody in Flynn's heard what followed. All the bronzed graceful skiers, 
:Martin Cunningham, the ski patrol, snow rangers, and Barney Flynn heard MacTish 's 
raised voice: 

If He sez its a way to livv and workh in the mountains . Then I say, if that's the ohnly 
rreason yerr herre, yerr quit rrobin the poorr box, yerr giv someone else a chance, yerr 
goh ouwt and make an honest livin." 

So there it was. A good place to let things pass. 

But Kagan would not let go: 

"OK, MacTish. If some thing I do, some little thing I do, happens to save your life, 
don't take it personally ." 

Reginald MacTish stretched up to his full height. Tried to focus his eyes. Started 
toward Kagan. But Cunningham got there as well. So did Barney Flynn, who inter
rupted jovially, handing MacTish his bar order: 

"Here you go, MacTish, one last little one and a big one. Better to save your strength 
and brain cells for tomorrow. You'll get your fill of untracked powder. Isn 't that so 
MartinT} 

Cunningham joined in: 

"Right Bal'Oey ... rVlacTish, if you can get up early enough tomorrow} we could use 
your help opening the high runs. Who knows? Maybe you'll get first tracks down 
Stone Crusher." 

So the incident ended with merry talk about tomorrow. Everyone would have their fill 
of powder skiing under clear skies. 

And then came supper. And the promised discussion about avalanche forecasting. But 
it was not about equations. Not about critical numbers. It was about interactions: 
human to the environment, hu man to human. Sensitivity to nature, interpretation} 
judgment. 
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Kagan seemed disappointed. 

"But Martin , you're a physicist, don't you see the need to make avalanche for ecasting 
more precise." 

(fO f course we want to improve. But precision may not be the word. vVe have too 
many qualitative in puts and outputs. We build this blurred visual model in our brains 
. .. Yes, I happen to be a physicist, but my replacement could have quite a different 
background." 

Kagan was shutting dow n to a final question : 

'I IVl artin, then what qualitative things should we record in the Storm Report. , . the 
most important items we shou ld document for future analysis?" 

"Lets try to doc ument our thoughts and actions in the storm report. . . the things we 
did right in response to that storm .... And equally important, to document the things 
we did wrong ... I think we will have to make a special effort to document our mistakes 
into the record for t he benefit of those who follow .. ."For if we make no mistakes, there 
is nothing to improve,'1 

Kagan eyes were starting to close. He had just enough energy for the climb back up 
to the Station. To marvel, as he always did, at how much closer the stars seemed from 
only a few thousand meters above the Earth's surface . To take and record the fin al 
storm measurements. To set his alarm clock for what promised to be a fine morning 
of routine contro l, and good skiing. 

And at last, at last in bed, to briefly review the evening: 

" ... yes , good natured Flynn owns part of this canyon .. . MacTish is right ... we 
work for him . .. he owns us ... economics ultimately sets the acceptable risks ... not 
Cunningham ... not the Forest Service ... free enterprise ... )J 

fl ••• Economics of free en .. , tel' .. , prise .. , " 

Then Kagan found himself skiing linked turns down a long, long untracked powder 
slope. Thrn, after turn , after turn . The slope was endless. Yet his energy seemed 
endless. His legs wou ld not give out, no falls, fl awless technique. Only a small light in 
the vi llage below. Getting closer. It was Barney Flynn 's Lodge. T hen Kagan found 
himself skiing into the study plot . 

fI , .. fix the settlement gage" , need small allen wrench ... where? somewhere in my 
pack . . . all t his junk .. . paper, pencils, slide rule ... more paper ... nuts ... bolts ... 
crescent wrench, screw drivers . . , ah, small allen .. , oops" , fell somewhere in this 
deep snow, " look for it '" where", " 

JJiiinnnnggggg ! The Alarm Clock. Too soon. 

Oh-five hundred . 

Out of bed, onto cold fl oor. Dress into first layer. Read teletype. 

I', .. still calling for clear weather ,J) 

Read thermometer . On with the g!"een parka. On with the black ski hat. On with the 
head lamp. On with the snow shoes. Off to the study plot . 

Crisp. Clear. Stars still the!"e . Quiet soli tude. Kagan loved the early morning rout ine. 

" ... well , maybe l aw n a lit tle of this canyon ... at least at 5 in the morning ... unt il 
MacTish ge ts up ... " 

Kagan congratulated himself for that profound thought . Recorded the morning read
ings. Snowshoed back to the Station. Made the final precip entries into the storm 
report. Filled out more reports. 

Quick breakfast with Cunningham. 

Oh-six hun ch·ed. 

. : 
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Cunningham rad ioed to the Forest Service, Lower Station, to Snow Ranger, Joseph 
M'Coy: 

II Cunningham to M'Coy. Cunningham to ivrCoy. Over" 

4'This is M'Coy, go ahead Ivl al'tin . Over." 

"Good morning Joseph . Did you survive las t evening? Over. '} 

"It was a fun evening Martin . Over." 

" Kagan and [ will take a few shots at the ski hill with the 105. Over." 

"10-4 . Do you need some help? Over." 

"Negative, we' ll be o.k .. When we're finished, we'll meet you at the Forest Service 
Garage. Over." 

"10-4. Over." 

"Did Sean Murphy make it up from Salt Lake? Over." 

"10_4. He's here at the Lowe r Station. Over." 

u 10-4, we'll meet you and Sean at the Fores t Service Garage ... we' ll need at least an 
hour , C unningha.m, ove r and ouL" 

"10-4. tv! 'Coy, over and ouL" 

On again with the green parka, the black ski hat , the snow shoes. 

Exercise time. Break trail uphill to the guntower. Shovel snow off the gun tower. Lift 
the 105 rounds out of the hole onto the deck. 

Oh-seven-hundred. 

More than enough light for direct sighting. 

Cunningham and Kagan fired 12 rounds into the ski hill targets . A few small sluffs. 
Not hing more than a general wake up call for the Canyon. 

T he last round , the 13th round sat on the deck, waiting its turn. Kagan was thinking 
out loud about MacTish. 

"Maybe this one will wake up MacTish." 

Cunningham's suggestion was more pragmatic: 

"Lets at least get one avalanche ... Rustler Num ber Four, that should move." 

The 13th round was fired into the heart of Rustler Num ber Four. 

Rustler Number Four responded with a respectable size 2. 

Cunn ingham and Kagan cleaned and secured the 105. Snowshoed back down to the 
Station. Changed into ski clothing. Down the hill to the Forest Service garage. 

Oh-eight-h undred. 

Snow rangers Joseph M'Coy and Sean Murphy had already shoveled away the snow 
from in front of the Forest Service garage. They weren't alone . Of all people, there 
stood Regin ald MacTish, holding his 7-foot-three-inch Head Flexibles. He was waiting 
to claim fil's t tracks down Stone Crusher. 

Kagan smi led to himself when he noticed the pained expression on MacTish 's face. 
The big man was hu rting. He needed several more hours to sleep it off. 

Cunningham seemed happy to see MacTish: 

"\Vell , we do have a strong team this morning . . . you know I maybe this is a good time 
to clea n up an important loose end . .. Yo u know what we shou ld tackle ... ?" 
Snow Rangers Jon Kagan, Josep h lvI'Coy, Sean Murphy, and industriali st Reginald 
l\'IacTish waited for Cunningham's next words. 

"The Baldy Cornice. Its more th an ready to fall. We better use this break in the 
weather." 
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Silence. MacTish responded first: 

"Goood luckk lads. I'll trry to catch the ski patrrol when they open the High Trra
verse." 

As usual, Cunningham was one step ahead: 

"Too bad, MacTish, we need your big shoulders to lug stuff to the top of Mount Baldy. 
Besides, you'll miss first tracks down the Baldy Chutes." 

MacTish's face lit up . His pain seemed to vanish. This was an offer he could not refuse. 

And thus a Baldy Cornice expedition was formed . First things first. The Howitzer 
was rolled out of the garage and fired, and fired, and fired at the Baldy Face, and the 
chutes beneath the cornice. Nothing moved. Rock Solid. 

Oh-nine-hunclred. 

OUf heroes set off, each shouldering a divided load of mountaineering ropes, drilling 
tools, and explosives. Up the Collins Lift. Up the Germania Lift. On with the climbing 
skins. Up the ridge. Climbing slowly, steadily. Much time for silent thought. Slowly, 
steadily. 

Cunningham was in the lead. His healthy, Utah upbringing and lifestyle always paid 
off on any sustained climb. He could break trail, and still maintain the lead pace. 

Climbing slowly, steadily. 

Martin Cunningham thought about the beautiful day, about the scenery which became 
more spectacular the higher he climbed. 

Climbing slowly, steadily. 

Joseph M'Coy, Jon Kagan, Sean Murphy and Reginald MacTish, all of them, thought 
about the beautiful day, about the scenery which became more spectacular the higher 
they climbed. 

Climbing slowly, steadily, they reached the summit of Mt. Baldy. 

Cunningham gave the assignments, and the operation began. 

A working line was set along the expected cornice fracture . Kagan and Cunningham 
had the honor of working along this line, directly on the cornice roof. 

Murphy and M'Coy were the belayers: Murphy belayed Kagan; M'Coy belayed Cun
ningham. 

MacTish's assignment was to relax, enjoy the view, and to think about the run down 
the main Baldy chute. 

Kagan went first along the expected fracture line. His assignment was to drill a row of 
holes, about a meter deep, spaced about two meters apart, 

Cunningham followed. He loaded explosives in the holes, and tied the explosives to 
the main line of detonating cord, 

They worked quickly. Indeed, it was a strong, confident team, 

Kagan felt very good. The view from the cornice roof was truly spectacular. He 
thought: 

ii, ,. who really own's the canyon below?" 

In answer, he recalled the words of his favorite author: 

CI ••• we who stand on the highest peaks, own the world below.}) 

le ••• yes, today we own the canyon." 

Kagan complimented himself for another profound thought. He felt very, very good. 

Unjustly, cruelly, SUDDENLY the mighty Baldy Cornice fractured! 

Indeed, as Cunningham fOl'eca~t, the Baldy Cornice was more than ready to go. 
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Down fell the mighty cornice blocks. Down fell Kagan. Down fell Cunningham. 

The mighty blocks struck the Baldy Face, did what all that howitzer shooting couldn 't. 
The Baldy Face fractured. 

Down started a hard slab avalanche, a large one. 

Joseph M'Coy slammed on the belay to Cunningham. 

Sean Murphy slammed on the belay to Kagan. 

MacTish reacted quickly. He dove to the closest belay rope. It just happened to 
be the belay on Cunningham. The combined pull of M'Coy and MacTish stopped 
Cu nningham from falling furth er into the hard slab and cornice blocks. 

M'Coy and MacTish watched helplessly as Murphy, sti ll trying to hold the belay on Ka
gan, was being dragged upslope, closer and closer to the cornice edge. Then suddenly, 
Murphy recoiled backwards. The rope to Kagan had snapped. 

T\·lacTish maintained his strong grip on Cunningham 's rope, thinking: 

", .. 0, poorI' Kagan, poorI' Kagan, 0, don't take it perrsonally." 

Dangling in space over the cornice edge, Cunningham also watched helplessly. He saw 
Kagan's rope stretch over an ice lens in the corn ice fracture face. He saw it stretch and 
fin ally snap. He watched Kagan tumble and disappear into the blocks and dust cloud. 

Hanging there, Cunningham thought how the Forest Service would make him mem()· 
rialize Kagan with end less government paper work. 

Before his rope broke, Kagan felt he would be cut in half. The cornice blocks battered 
his body. The forces were enormous. It was a relief when the rope broke, and he 
started down with the avalanche. 

Kagan's mind went into high speed. First, he recalled his previous ride, on ski patrol 
sweep, four years ago, down High Rustler. At that time, he swam very hard, beating 
on the snow like a butterfly swimmer. He recalled that although he managed to end up 
on top, he had fought and breathed so hard that his mouth and nose were filled with 
snow. He recalled sitting on top of the snow, at the bottom of High Rustler, winded, 
trying to breath, trying to take in oxygen, while choking, coughing on the mouthfull 
of snow. All of this Kagan recalled, almost instantaneously! 

But this Mount Baldy avalanche was far bigger, faster, the slope was much steeper, 
bigger than High Rustler. Kagan was tumbling out of control right from the beginning 
of his ride. 

He thought 

ce, .. no chance for swimming, , . try to control breathing ... no violent fighting , save 
breath, save energy . .. keep mouth clear of snow . .. " 

He tried to relax, then remembered 

u ... cliff bands below ... brace for impact ... " 

Kagan continued tumbling. Body not relaxed, body all tensed. 

The brain- bashing end of his life against the cliff bands did not happen. He was spared 
by some random airborne traj ectory. 

Down he tumbled. He knew he cleared the main face , the chutes, the cliff bands. 

" ... now , try to rela.x ... save energy ... keep mouth clear of snow ... " 

Kagan felt the slope ease off, the deceleration. He came to rest, lying on his back, on 
top of the snow. Th is time he was not winded, th is time his mouth was clear of snow, 
and this time he could breath freely. 

But this time, the ava.lanche wasn It finished with Kagan. There was yet another wave 
of debris. Kagan, still on his back, saw only an instant of blue sky. Then down came 
the white. 



With his right hand, Kagan tried to shield his face from the falling debris. 

(t. , • try to make an air pocket ... impossible" 

The force of the piling debris pushed his hand away from his face . 

In a last desperate, adrenalin effort, Kagan thrust his left hand upwards, reaching for 
that blue sky. 

Kagan felt the debris rise up his outstretched arm, then mercifully stop, leaving his 
bare hand exposed above the snow. 

"Enough snow! Enough! No more snow!" 

Not this time . Another wave, the final afterbirth of debris, reached the bottom, cov
ering that hand, covering that brave attempt. 

Kagan lay in darkness. Yes, mouth clear, yes, unwinded. But the pressure of the debris 
constricted his breathing. 

", .. difficult to expand my chest ... " 

" .. try to '~iggle my hands ... impossible .. J) 

" .. try to wiggle my fingers ... impossible,. )) 

" ... well, then relax ... try to conserve oxygen ... " 

\-Vhat was Kagan IS next to last thought? 

" ... must remember to fix the seltlement gage .. . )! 

vVhat was Kagan's last thought? 

(t, •• feel very tired ... ver-y ... tir-ed ... )J 

***** R.I.P. ***** 


